POSTER SESSIONS:

Monday, March 20 – Wednesday, March 22: Posters will be displayed all day on March 20 and 21, with awards presented at the 4th Annual State of Global Health Symposium on March 22.

Poster Submissions and Authors

Alissa Davis, Beth E. Myerson, Blessing Aghaulor, Katherine Brown, Adisyn Watson, Kathryn E. Muessig, Ligang Yang, Joseph Tucker

Barriers to Health Service Access Among Female Migrant Ugandan Sex Workers in Guangzhou, China

Mohammad Al Safadi

The Role of Public Private Partnership in Vaccine Delivery

Kathryn Andrews, Günther Fink, Maria Lúcia Moraes Bourroul, Sandra Grisi, Ana Paula Scoleze, Edna Diniz, Alexandra Brentani

Disparities in stillbirths in São Paulo State, Brazil, and a comparison to neonatal mortality

A. Giles, Laurence Bernard, S. Fabiano, S. Hudgins, A. Olson, R. Riviello

Predictors of Obstetric Fistula Repair Outcome in Lubango, Angola

Mia M. Blakstad, Emily R. Smith, Analee Etheredge, Lindsey M. Locks, Karim Manji, Christine M. McDonald, Roland Kupka, Rodrick Kisenge, Said Aboud, David Bellinger, Wafaie W Fawzi, Christopher P. Duggan

Risk factors associated with poor neurodevelopment in HIV-exposed Tanzanian children

Paola Abril Campos

Experiences of street harassment and social cohesion among women in Mexico City

Adanna Chukwuma, Adaeze C. Wosu, Chinyere Mbachu, Kelechi Weze

Quality of Antenatal Care Predicts Retention in Skilled Birth Attendance: A Multilevel Analysis of 28 African Countries

Adanna Chukwuma, Chinyere Mbachu, Margaret McConnell, Thomas Bossert, Jessica Cohen

The impact of performance-based monetary incentives for referrals by traditional birth attendants on postnatal care use in Nigeria

Katherine Donato

Money or knowledge? A randomized trial on behavioral aspects of malnutrition in Ethiopia
Lacey Gibson
“A different kind of bread”: Discrimination and exclusion as barriers to the right to health of Roma women in Marseille

Charlotte Greenbaum
Risk and Risk Perception: Introducing HIV Pre-Exposure Prophylaxis (PrEP) for Adolescent Girls and Young Women in Lesotho

Yu-Tien Hsu, Tasnim F. Imran, Benjamin Scally, Nicolas Estay Rodriguez, Jose Tomas Medina Donoso, Thomas Bossert, Esteban Calvo
Prevalence of alcohol consumption and its association with lifestyle and demographic factors in the Chilean population age 50 years or older

Megan Huang, Christopher Sudfeld, Said Vuai, Mary Mwanyika-Sando, Wafaie Fawzi
Maternal Dietary Diversity and Growth of Children Under 24 Months of Age in Rural Tanzania

Joshua Jeong, Jelena Obradovic, Munee Raheeda, Aisha Yousafzai
Mothers’ and fathers’ stimulation mediate the effects of an early childhood stimulation intervention on preschoolers’ cognitive and socioemotional development in Pakistan

Abraar M. Karan, Nathan Hansen
A Qualitative Assessment of Mental Health and Sexual Violence among Female Sex Workers in India

Becky K. Lee, Faith A. Makka, Irini Albanti, Hesham O. Dinana
Expansion Planning Strategy: Children’s Cancer Hospital Egypt 57357

Lingrui Liu, Zoë True, Günther Fink, Stéphane Verguet
Estimating the potential household health and financial benefits of malaria vaccine in Zambia: an extended cost-effectiveness analysis

Kerry A. Vaughan, Christian Lopez Ramos, Vivek P. Buch, Julia R. Amundson, Abbas Rattani, Michael Dewan, Kee Park
The Global Incidence of Epilepsy: A Systematic Review and Meta-analysis

Sumiyo Okawa
Gap between visit-based and quality-adjusted coverages in antenatal and postnatal care: a cross sectional study in Myanmar

John J Park, Jerome Pfaffmann, Sagri Singh, Mark Young
Gender Dynamics in the Community Healthcare Workforce: A Qualitative Synthesis of the Literature

Renzo Guinto, Jessica Huang, Caroline Pogge
Situational Analysis of Cancer Care in Chile

Meera Seshadri
A gender analysis of HPV Vaccination Discourse in India

Archana Shrestha, Prajwal Pyakurel, Abha Shrestha, Rabin Gautam, Nisha Shrestha, Elizabeth Rhodes, Dipesh Tamrakhar, Biraj Man Karmacharya, Donna Spiegelman
Facilitators and Barriers to Eating Healthy in an Industrial Cafeteria: A Qualitative Study from Nepal

Christian Suharlim, Fangli Geng, Adrianne K. Nelson, Sonya Shin, Stephen Resch
Economic Analysis of Community-Based Accompaniment and Supervised Antiretroviral in Peru
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Martha Tamez, Carlos F. Ríos-Bedoya, José F. Rodríguez-Orengo, Katherine L. Tucker, Josiemer Mattei
Sociodemographic and lifestyle factors, and health conditions in Dominican adults living in Puerto Rico

Theresa Timmes, Archana Shrestha, Shrinkhala Shrestha, Biraj Karmacharya, Rajeev Shrestha, Barbara Gottlieb, Anju Ranjit
Women’s Primary Healthcare in Nepal: A Pilot Study in the Dhulikhel Municipality

Loop Electrosurgical Excision Procedure Outcomes in 90 Women with HIV and CIN 2/3 in Kenya

Enrique Valdespino Serrato, Mary-Jo DelVecchio, Molly Franke, Nick Seymour, Deirdre Guthrie, Gustavo Nigenda, Andrew Van Wieren
Assessing the Clinical and Social Medicine Experiences of Social Service Intern-Physicians in Rural Chiapas, Mexico